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So tonight I'm gonna party like it's nineteen ninety-nine (maybe)
"Only in the sales presentations of investment banks do earnings move forever upward." Buffett

In October the whole firm was rounded up and marched over the road to the grand ballroom of the Wentworth Hotel to hear about the launch of the new US
Technology Fund. And I must say it sounded very exciting. Our US equity portfolio manager outlined the penetration of technology that has occurred over the
last 4-5 years, the accelerated use of internet and online shopping, and the new wave of telecommunications that are going to redefine the mobile phone world.
I must say it was one of the most impressive presentations I have ever seen, brilliantly presented by the Portfolio Manager, combining fact, anecdote and humour
to open my mind to possibilities I hadn’t even considered. And I must admit I found myself thinking one does have to own technology stocks, despite how
incredibly expensive they looked on any traditional multiple. Which is why of course so many traditional value managers, like our Australian equity manager, had
capitulated into technology stocks. And Tiger in Asia. But not Warren Buffett…
I should point out that I am not talking about the portfolio managers with my current employer, Ellerston Capital. Nor even talking about last year. I am talking of
another employer and another year. Any idea? The employer was BT Financial Group, and the year was 1999. I managed AUD 6 billion in cash and fixed income
funds. And we were one quarter away from the dot-com crash of 2000, when the NASDAQ fell 39% in one year and 83% over 3 years…
The Dot-com crash wiped out both our technology bulls and technology bears. It’s no mystery for the bulls. But why the bears? Because most fought the bubbles
for years, before finally capitulating, mostly near the peak as the explosive rally (and explosive underperformance) caused them to fold and buy tech. The most
famous manager who didn’t/wouldn’t capitulate was Warren Buffet, who refused to pay a ludicrous price for something he couldn’t value…
So am I drawing an analogy between the tech crash in 2000 and the tech (FANG) crash last quarter? Well the price action might suggest so.
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Scary right? Only if you are naïve, which I’m sure most of my readers aren’t! As they say there are lies, damn lies and statistics. If we normalise the scale, we
can see the Dot-com bubble was about 4x larger.

Indeed, on Tim’s valuation measure, US equities are now fair value. Not cheap mind you, just not expensive.
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Great. So we don’t have a bubble right now. And hence we don’t need to fear one bursting. And so we have a correction in the markets, which again will prove
a buying opportunity for the brave and considered. Like the last 5 years…
Perhaps.
Indeed, we now have a catalyst to re-enter equities. The Fed. On Friday, January 4th Powell declared the Fed on hold. Speeches from all the Fed governors,
including another from Powell, on Jan 10th, re-enforced the message that the Fed will be patient and watch the data for the next 6 months. Powell even opined
that there was no bubble in markets, rates are below “neutral”, and so he saw no reason not to hold to their forecasts of above trend growth for 2019. And then
he added the magic balm. He noted that financial conditions had tightened significantly, like 2016. And he noted that if it is like 2016, the fed will stop hiking, as
they did in 2016.
“No one knows whether this year will be like 2016,” Powell said in remarks that appeared to be scripted at the start of the event. “But what I do know is that we
will be prepared to adjust policy quickly and flexibly and to use all of our tools to support the economy should that be appropriate to keep the expansion on track.”1
The soothing messages from Powell eased market concerns, rallying the equity market and credit markets in early January, and halting the tightening in financial
conditions over the prior two months at about the same amount as 2016.
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Perfect. The FCI has tightened about as much as it did in 2016, and the Fed has promised to react the same. So markets will repeat the performance of 2016
now.
They well might.
As long as there is no bubble bursting.
Which I just said there wasn’t, right?
Well no, I said we didn’t have a bubble bursting in the equity market. But as regular readers will know, I have been talking about a bubble bursting in credit
since June.
But here’s the rub. One can never be sure on the exact timing of when a bubble will burst. As fund managers found out in 1999/2000...Or indeed a few Bitcoin
investors last year.
My last two newsletters have focussed on the credit bubble bursting, and some early signs in the price action that the prick was in. But Powell has come to the
rescue, and credit loved it.

Has he saved the market? At least for now? I’m afraid I don’t know the answer to that question. At least not in the short term. In the long term no. I’m stridently
critical of the rolling asset bubbles the Fed has been driving since 1996, with super low rates for super long times driving more and more debt into economies
and creating more and more busts.
But Powell may well have bought some more time.
The best thing we can do right here and right now is be open to possibilities. In particular, two.
1.

That Powell has bought more time, similar to the 2016 analogue.

2.

The credit bubble is bursting, and this is but a brief respite, similar to the 2000 analogue.

How do we decide? First step is to have a close look at how markets and economic data behaved in each episode. In the chart below I line up the price action
into and out of the peak stress in 2016 and last month. Interesting fit.

1

Powell. January 4th, Bloomberg
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Powell noted when the Fed met in December 2015 and hiked, and they forecast (via their dot plot) 4 hikes in 2016. They only delivered one in December 2016,
12 months later. Market pricing of Fed hikes evolved quickly. The chart below shows the expected change in the cash rate over the next 12 months using the
same dates. The repricing in 2016 of Fed hikes, from around 60 basis points to zero, was similarly decisive last month.

This gives us a nice template for how the asset markets might behave. The chart above suggests credit will rally all year. And equities will return to new highs.
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What is also interesting is the Fed on hold stalled USD strength, if not weakened the USD. A proxy for the USD v Asia, the Singapore dollar, stands out.

So if we like the 2016 (Powell) analogue, we like selling USDSGD. And an equity rally. And a credit rally. And a repricing of Fed hikes. Slowly.
So should we position for this? Well you can’t possibly answer that without knowing the odds, the risk/reward for those positons.
Are there good risk rewards? We went looking for good risk reward trades for this scenario over the next one to two months (as the repricing happens fairly
quickly). We ended up buying USD/SGD puts, USDSGD puts conditional on gold trading lower (gold should fall if risk sentiment improves), and USDCNH puts
with knock-outs.2 Respectively that is because SGD volatility is the cheapest in the FX world, conditional on gold adds a further 70% saving, and CNH volatility
skew is one of the steepest in the FX world, which grants a 50-70% saving depending on the range we choose. By structuring these trades as we have, we can
improve risk/rewards from an average 3 to one, to an average 10:1. Whether our assessment is that a repeat of 2016 is 30% likely or 70% likely, they are some
bets worth taking. In early January we have risked 0.4% to make 2-3%.

2

A knock out means if USDCNH trades below a certain price the option is “knocked-out” and becomes worthless. Maximum loss is the premium of the option.
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Source: Ellerston GMF

Why so short term? Well, firstly because the risk reward is much better. But more importantly, I don’t think the 2016 analogue can play for very long. Certainly not
more than 6 months. Why? The US labour market is much tighter than it was in 2016, and wages are clearly accelerating. Within 6 months the market will be
skirting a wage/inflation problem and the Fed will have to hike earlier than they did in 2016.
Either way, we have 6 months of clear air right? Well only in the 2016 analogue. I’m not convinced we are out of the woods in the short term. There is still a
reasonable chance, perhaps even likelihood, that we are playing out the 2000 analogue. And the problem with the 2000 analogue, or any bubble bursting, is the
data is of no help. The bursting of the bubble drives the tightening in financial conditions, which then drives the slowdown (recession) in the economy.
So let’s have a quick look at how 2000 played out. Firstly, the FCI would continue to tighten as the bubble bursts.
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In 2000 is was an equity bubble bursting that drove the tightening, despite Fed rate cuts. This time it will more likely be a credit bubble bursting that will drive the
tightening, though equities will also be dragged down and “do their part”.
And the data will deteriorate due to the tightening in the FCI.3

And the Fed will respond by cutting rates around July this year…

But it won’t work. No one wants to borrow, and no one wants to lend, when asset prices are falling.
What it does highlight though is the best trade when a bubble bursts is long fixed income. US 2 year yields are now trading lower in yield than they were when
the S&P hit its low on Xmas eve.

3

Chart is US survey of manufacturers (Purchasing Managers Index)
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Now that the Fed has folded, expect this divergence to continue. Which means the best risk off trade is now likely to be long US fixed income, particularly around
the 2 to 5 year part of the curve. Hence we are long 5 year rates (v 30 year rates). But not a large exposure. If the credit/equity market falters, we will add long
positions in the 2 year sector. Quickly.
Last month we outlined 3 scenarios:
Scenario 1: Benign outlook
• Wages matched by productivity gains/Inflation contained.
• Fed moves to neutral/modestly restrictive, treasuries 2.8-3.4%.
• Business cycle extended, equities positively re-rate.
Scenario 2: Inflation rises
• Policy has not been this easy since the 60’s. Inflation accelerates.
• Fed cash rate and 10 year yields move to 4-5%.
• Recession risk surges, equities crash.
Scenario 3: unwind of credit yield chase
• Global credit markets crash/rerate.
• Tightening in financial conditions dramatically slows growth/cause recession.
• DM equities crash, Fed aborts, rates rally.
Today we would put the highest probability on 3.
I still think the 3 scenarios are the right framework. And in 2019, markets could embrace all 3 at various times. But labour markets are too tight and credit
exposures/debt levels too high. Eventually all roads lead to 3. Moving between scenarios will continue to create large market moves which we believe will provide
both large opportunities and large risks for investors. We continue to focus on keeping risk limited and risk/reward high, and are very excited about the
opportunities we see/expect in 2019.
Indeed one of those is the dog’s breakfast called Brexit. We actually have a reasonable exposure to a positive outcome. Why would anyone try and position for
a Brexit outcome given the current mess? Quite simply the odds, dear Watson.
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When we consider the likely evolution of the Brexit stand-off, we can see 5 paths;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

May’s plan gets accepted.
Parliament settles on “Norway+” Brexit, or Common Market 2.0 (the only plan with enough support in the parliament to possibly pass, despite
immigration concerns).
The decision gets returned to the people via a new referendum.
An election gets called and then a referendum.
A hard Brexit occurs.

By the time you read this May’s plan will likely be rejected. Meanwhile parliament has passed a number of bills to ensure 5 can’t happen, and May will likely get
replaced if she moves in that direction. None in the Tory party or DUP want to risk an election, as they will likely lose. And so that brings you back to 2 or 3. Two
is a soft Brexit, and that would be a relief for the economy. And the polls suggest if another referendum were held the people would now vote to remain. For the
economy and markets, scenario 4 and 5 are bad. And 1, 2 and 3 are good. Depending on who you debate, the “good” scenarios are between 60 and 90% likely,
albeit it could take many months to get there.
So how is that an opportunity? What if I told you we have created a likely (not guaranteed) risk reward of 10:1 for that 60-90% chance? You would want some of
that wouldn’t you? So how do we do that? We are taking advantage of 3 factors
a)
b)
c)

EURGPB volatility is near decade highs.
At some point, we don’t know exactly when, but sometime over the next say 3 months, a decision will be reached and that high volatility will fall
dramatically.
The option market expects that to be a positive resolution for the UK relative to what could happen, and so the option market has a very large “skew”
to options that capture a rally in GBP.

We have constructed option trades that take advantage of all three of those features. And we believe they will provide roughly a 10:1 return if a decision on Brexit
is reached over the next 2-3 months. We are risking 0.4% to make 4%.

So in summary:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We are not sure whether 2016 or 2000 is the right analogue for the next 6 months
But the market uncertainty is providing excellent risk rewards for either option
As well as idiosyncratic opportunities such as Brexit
We will continue to control risk and seek out high risk/reward outcomes for reasonably likely outcomes
Whilst ready to strongly position for the bubble bursting scenario when the dots line up
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And one final word on 2018. We would have hoped to do much better for you, our investor. Nonetheless, in essence we were wrong. Not on the economy in the
US, which proved very strong and wages are now clearly rising, but the path of the tightening in financial conditions. We had expected higher bond yields to do
most of the work in tightening financial conditions. As you know we have talked about 3.5-4% US bond yields all year, and the year finished with yields at 2.68%!
Of course they were at 3.25% as recently as November, but then the equity market tanked and the driver of the tightening in financial conditions pivoted from
rates to equities and credit. As we wrote in recent months, we expected an element of this to play out, but not to the degree we saw. And perhaps quantitative
tightening is having a bigger impact directly on credit and equity markets rather than bonds. Being the first episode in history, one can’t be sure.
Nonetheless, had we been right, we would have returned handsomely for you. Why does that matter? Because it reinforces what I have been writing about above
– risk/reward. Throughout the whole year we were positioned aggressively for higher rates in the US. Despite rates falling, our performance for the year was
about flat (before fees and execution costs). Over 2018, we constructed 178 exposures.4 And our correlation to the equity market was zero.
So whilst I am not happy with 2018, I am not discouraged. We missed some opportunities, but our defence was very good. If it were AFL, we have just finished
the first quarter a little behind. And in the break I would be saying to my team, “Great defence, we failed to capitalise on a couple of opportunities, but keep doing
what we are doing and the goals will come.” And I believe that very strongly as we look into 2019…
Happy New Year!

Brett Gillespie

4

I say an exposure rather than a position, because an exposure could include one or a number of positions in the one instrument, for example USDCNH. (Chinese currency)
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Ellerston Global Macro Fund Overview:
The Fund aims to operate a discretionary, medium-term global macro strategy with an unconstrained, absolute approach. It focuses on capital preservation and
aims to have low to negative correlation to traditional asset classes.
The Fund aims to generate superior returns over a range of market conditions. The Fund aims to achieve its objective by implementing a strategy which focuses
on a number of fundamentally derived core themes optimised via trade execution and portfolio construction. The Fund invests in a portfolio of fixed interest,
foreign exchange, equity and commodities.

Ellerston Global Macro Team:
Brett Gillespie – Head of Global Macro
Brett has worked in the financial services industry for over 29 years with over 26 of these as a fundamental medium term macro trader. Brett joined Ellerston
Capital in November 2016 as Head of Global Macro. Before joining Ellerston, Brett spent over 10 years as Senior Portfolio Manager at Tudor Investment
Corporation in both London and Sydney.
Prior to this Brett spent two years contracted to manage capital for Commonwealth Bank of Australia on an absolute return basis. Brett began his career in 1989
at Bankers Trust as a Futures Broker then Proprietary Trader. Brett transitioned to BT Funds Management Ltd to the position of Executive Vice President, Head
of Cash and Cash Enhanced Products and in 1999 commenced management of Intermediate Bond Funds. Brett’s last held position here was Head of Global
Sovereign Bonds.
Brett has a Bachelor of Economics degree from the University of Sydney and has been a guest panel speaker at the OECD Business and Finance Outlook
Conference and a guest lecturer at the London Business School.
Tim Toohey – Chief Economist
Tim joined Ellerston capital in March 2017 as Chief Economist within the Global Macro Team, bringing 25 years industry experience as an economist. Tim joined
from Goldman Sachs where he was Chief Economist and Head of Macro Strategy Australia and New Zealand. In 2002, Tim joined JBWere (who later merged
with Goldman Sachs in 2003) as a Senior Economist in the research department and was named Managing Director in 2009. Prior to this, Tim was
Macroeconomist with the ANZ Banking Group for two years. Tim began his career as a Senior Economist with the National Institute of Economic and Industry
Research.
Tim has been voted in the Greenwich survey as the number one Economist in Australia from 2003-2016.
Tim has a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Melbourne (Honours in Economics) and a Masters of Economics also from The University of
Melbourne.
Robert Chiu – Portfolio Manager
Robert has worked in the financial services industry for 12 years, joining Ellerston as a Portfolio Manager in April 2017.
Robert joined Ellerston after three years at Brevan Howard as a Trader based in Hong Kong. Prior to this, Robert was an Associate at Morgan Stanley in their
Global Capital Markets division in Sydney. Robert began his career in Analyst roles at Corpac Partners PwC, Citi Group and BHP Billiton.
Robert has a Bachelor of Laws degree with honours from the University of Sydney and a Bachelor Commerce with majors in Accounting and Econometrics.
Howard Chang – Analyst
Howard joined Ellerston as an Investment Analyst in February 2017. Howard joined from Russell Investments, where he worked as an Actuarial Analyst, valuing
and modelling superannuation funds for 3 years. Prior to this, Howard was an Analyst in the Group Finance Division at Westpac. Howard began his career in an
Analyst role at Russell Investments.
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For further information, please contact:
Retail Distribution
Andrew Seddon
0417 249 577
aseddon@ellerstoncapital.com
Institutional Distribution
Melinda Carter
0439 173 040
mcarter@ellerstoncapital.com

Simon Glazier
0410 452 949
sglazier@ellerstoncapital.com

SYDNEY OFFICE
Level 11, 179 Elizabeth Street,
Sydney NSW 2000
MELBOURNE OFFICE
Level 4, 75-77 Flinders Lane,
Melbourne VIC, 3000
Ph: +61 2 9021 7797
E: info@ellerstoncapital.com

DISCLAIMER
This newsletter has been prepared by Ellerston Capital Limited ABN 34 110 397 674 / AFSL 283 000 as responsible entity of the Ellerston Global Macro Fund (ARSN 617 222 741) without
taking account your objectives, financial situation or needs. For further information, please refer to the PDS available by contacting info@ellerstoncapital.com. This information is current
as at the date on the first page.
This material has been prepared based on information believed to be accurate at the time of publication. Assumptions and estimates may have been made which may prove not to be
accurate. Ellerston Capital undertakes no responsibility to correct any such inaccuracy. Subsequent changes in circumstances may occur at any time and may impact the accuracy of the
information. To the full extent permitted by law, none of Ellerston Capital Limited, or any member of the Ellerston Capital Limited Group of companies makes any warranty as to the accuracy
or completeness of the information in this newsletter and disclaims all liability that may arise due to any information contained in this newsletter being inaccurate, unreliable or incomplete.
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